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Poster Give Away
of Judy Collins, Joan
Baer, Roberta Peters, Alex Haley, and other poster. are free
for the tahing in the College
Union Program Board office in
the Student I
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Today’s
World News
At a Glance
Compiled from ’list:tainted Press
WASHINGTON
Ray C. Bliss, the
"nuts and bolts" political technician
and chairman of the Republican National Committee, will resign in midApril, according to the White House.
Murray Chetiner of California, a longtime political associate to Pres. Nixon
is being mentioned as a possible
replacement.
SACRAMENTO -- Speaking before
the Senate Judiciary Committee yesterday, Sen. Clark Bradley IR-San
Jose) came out in favor of a resolution
that would force California state and
junior college officials to discipline
those taking part in riots rind other
campus disturbances. Bradley complained that only two of 15 shooting
incidents at SJS were reported to
police because of Pres. Clark’s reluctance to file reports.
WARSAW -- Charging the U.S. government with inspiring former Chinese
diplomat Liae He-shu to defect to this
countty, China Tuesday called off a
resumption of U.S.-Chinese ambassadorial talks scheduled in Warsaw
tomonsnv.
SACRAMENTO -- Continuing his
attack on militant dissidents on college campuses, GOV. Reagan warned
at his weekly news conference that
"the very fate of higher education is
at stake." The governor also said he
believes a campus official’s statement
to state college trustees that militant
students forced a registrar to enroll
students at knife-point.
SAN FRANCISCO The San Francisco Stilt() College adrninist rat ion announced yesterday that persons arrested cir facing disciplinary action resulting from recent disturbances on
that campus may not hold jolts in the
Educational Opportunity Progra tri
EOP). Although ssillege offieials did
not specify how many would he affected, thirty-two students and graduate students -- mostly Blacks and
other minorities - - have been employed
by t.he organization prior to the new

WASHINGTON --- In a step which
he hopes tvill lead to an eventual volunteer military force, Secretary of Defense Melvin It. Laird raised the "Istssibility" yesterday that a fonn of
lottery could he worked into the
Selective Service System before the
conclusion of the Vietnant war.

Book Talks
Schedule Set
For Semester

IClasses Open
Vacancies still exist in the following
General Education classes and sections, reports Dr. Edward J. Harrington, Dean of Undergraduate Studies.
Students should go to departmental
offices to make arrangements for getting into them.
COURSE
(No. & Title)
Biol. 130
Chem. I B
Chem. 11A
Chem. 30A

TIME(s) & DAY(s)
12:30 TTH
1:30 MW
11:30 M; 2:30 TH
1:30 F

Comp. Sci. 5

10:30 TTH; I 1:30 TTH

Dr. 174

all sections
7:00 p.m. W
12.30 TTH

Econ. IA
Econ. 1B

2:30 MWF
1:30 MWF
2:30 MWF
Geol. I B (Lec) 7:30 TTH
Geol. I B (Lab) 9:30 W; 8:30 TH
2:30 TTH
Geol. 107
7:30 MWF; 8:00 TTH;
Hist. 17B
11:30 MWF; 12:30
MWF; 1:30 MWF;
2:00 TTH, 2 sections;
2:30 MWF
Eng. 1 A
Engl. IB
Engl. 1 BF

Mus. 118 B
Mus. 167
Mus. 174

12:30 W; 2:30 W
7:00 p.m. T
8:00 TTH; 8:30 MWF;
9:30 MWF; 9:30 TTH;
10:30 MWF; 11:30
MWF; 12:30 MWF
11:30 MWF; 7:00 T
7:00 M
1:30 MWF

Phil. 50
Phil. 57
Phil. 61

10:30 MWF
9:30 TTH
2:00 TTH

Pol. Sci. 130
Pol. Sci. 150
Pol. Sci. 152

8:30 nAWF, 2 sections
8:00 TTH: 8:30 MWF
8:30 MWF

Psych. 5

1:30 MWF; 2:30 MWF

Hist. 170
Hist. 171
Mus. 10A

No. 68

SACRAMENTO (AP) Gov. Reagan sakt yesterday that the enrollment
uf 40 students in a state college at
knifepoint is just another part of a
pattern of bombings and threats by
student dissidents in California.
"Why should this thing be so surprising?" the governor a.sked at his
weekly news conference when reporters pressed him on the matter.
Reagan cited a number of firebombings, Ixtinb threats and other violence
at or near campuses in recent month.s,
and tied the knife incident in with
these.
He brought up the matter last week
in two Orange County speeches, telling

Role in Higher Education." ’"rhe Relevant Education" topic will include discussion.); of the control and content of
ethnic programs, community action
programs and academic fredom.
Campu.s editors and tru.stees will also
discuss campus publications and academie f reedom.

The following faculty book talks tvill
be offered for the spring semester. All
book talks will be held in Cafeteria
A and 13 at 12:30 on Wednesdays.
"No Longer At Ease" and "Mut of
the People," both by Chinua Achebe
will be reviewed by Dr. Harry Galley
on March 5. "The Great Transformation," by Karl Polanyi will be reviewed
March 12 by Dr. Martin Primack.
March 19, Dr. Conrad Borovski will
be reviewing "The Triple Revolution,"
by Robert Pelucci and Marc Pilisuk.
Dr. Harold Hodges will talk on the
book "A Prophetic Minority: the New
Left," by Jack Newfield on April 9.
"Couples," by John Updike will be reviewed April 16 by Dr. Richard Waswo.
April 23, Dr. Mansaret Clark will be
reviewing "Birdless Summer," by Han
Suyin. ’The Dissenting Academy," by
Theodore Roszak, will be reviewed by
Dr. John Meryman on April 30. May 7,
Dr. Jean E. Gosselin will discuss "On
Modernism: The Prospects For Literature And Freedom." by Louis Karnpf.
The last book talk of the semester
will be on May 14, when Fred Siemon
will talk on the book ’The Year 2000,"
by Herman Kahn.
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Reagan ListsViolence
Patterns at Colleges

Student Presidents,
Editors Meet Trustees
Student presidents and campus editors from 18 California state colleges
will meet with members of the State
College Board of Trustees Friday at
the Voorhis Ranch in San Dimas for
a general meeting about student grievances. The meeting is co-sponsored by
the California State College Student
Presidents Association (CSCSPA) and
Trustee James Thatcher of the Educational Policy Committee.
Dick Miner, ASB president will
represent SJS. Also attending from
SJS will be Vic Lee, CSCSPA {Resident, and Steve Lieurance, executive
secretary and public relations director
for the association.
Lieurance said the informal meetini:
is the first student meeting with the
trustees and four broad areas of concern will be tilSCUSSM. Financial diseussions will include consideration of
tuition, funding of ethnic studies, Educational Opportunity Progrtun funding,
fees and financing of auxiliaty services
and parking.
The polities of education and the
delegation of authority in decisions will
be discussed under the topic "Trustees

Today’s Weather

New Ruling
Allows Student
Refusal Right
V.sr.e
REGISTRATION IS OVER for most of the 24.000 plus students attending
SJS this spring, but many late students are still signing up for the general
education classes open (see list below). San Jose State was the second
largest state college last semester, topped only by Long Beach State. In the
above shot, a coed is examining her class schedule before hassling with registration assistants in the gyms.

Sellout Crowd To See
Judy Collins Program
A sellout audience of 2,600 will
scramble for seats to hear folksingce
Judy Collins perform tomorrow night
at 8:15 in the Men’s Gym. Doors will
pee at 7:30 p.m. Seating is on a
first -come basis. The concert is presented by the College Union Program
Board. Tickets, which went on sale in
the middle of January. sold slowly but
steadily before semester break, and
were cleaned out by 11 a.m. Monday.
The popular Elektra Records artist
hail turned on audiences all over
America. England. Eastern F:umpe,
Australia. and the Far East with her
special style of folksinging. Her "Both
Sides Now" is a current hit single, and
is included in her fast -selling album
"Wildflowers."
Miss Collins’ phenomenal 12-year
profes.sional career began when she
won the $.500 prize in a Kiwanis Club
"Stars of Tomorrow" and went to Atlantic City, New Jersey, to sing a
Scots folksong to the assembled Kiwanian.s of the world. She left her
Denver home and went on to sing her
mounrful ballads and folksongs in a
Central City, Colo., bar, where she performed in leotards and a gold garter.
Her experiences and her singing style
have changed over the years. Miss Collins has sung in drafty halls and cellars, on riverboats and tillage. greens.
Once she sang while perehed on top
of the arch in Vtrashington Square. She
has sung to packed Carnegie Hall audiences and performed in London’s Albert
Hall.
Miss Collins presents 10 to 12 concerts each month. accompanied by her
musicians. She sings love songs, sad
songs, happy songs, theater songs, and
street songs. As she sings. her body
moves, she tosses her head. taps her
font. and thr.m,
al- lip
the
air
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the third annual Pi Kappa Alpha Auto
Festival Monday on Seventh Sneet.
Owners of competition cars, late
model sports COM or restored antiques
may enter the rompetition by emit:siding Sam Nazzal, 297-9996.
There is no entry fee for participants and trophies will tie awarded to
the first and second place cars in each
area of competition. The deadline for
entries will be Friday.

Although Miss Collins left master
class after playing the piano 11 years
and took up singing, she still plays
piano accompaniments in her concerts.
Miss Collins is on the board of the
Newport Folk Festival, and is a big
sister to the Students for a Democratic
Society.
The late Richard Farina, brother-inlaw of folksinger Joan Baez, described
Judy Collins’ singing in a poem. He
wrote that Miss Collins’ singing wa.s
"not terribly unlike the melodies you’d
hear if jewels like amethysts coall
bloom."

A procedure making it possible for
a student to exercise the right of his
own con.science in participating in certain college activities was established
Monday by Academic Council.
The new college policy allows an individual, "when he feels that expected
behaviors are contradictory or in conflict with the requirements of his own
conscience, to urge upon his immediately respon.sible teacher, work supervisor or administrator, a substitution for or an excuse from the actisity
in question."
The resolution was aimed at alleviating the type of situation that arose
last semester, when several Black athletes refused to participate in sports
events with Brigharn Young University.
Academic Council made it clear that
the exercise of the right of personal
conscience could not be invoked for
rea.sons of personal convenience, and
would he judged by others for the
validity of the claim as a matter of
serious pers.onal responsibility.
The students will have the right to
appeal his case to the appropriate department chairman or school dean, as
well a.s the Academic Fairness Committee. which will have the right to
rsake the final decision and recommendation to the vice president.

157 Extension Courses Offered
In 28 Different Subject Areas
A record 1 .7 l’o/t1r,t‘s are being offered this serii,..ier by the SJS Extension Division covering 28 different subject areas,
The classes, all upper division, are
open to S.IS students as well as community members of the five participating counties. Registration will take
place at the first elass meeting. Tuition
is $18.00 per unit.
"Extension courses; are invaluable

A Phi 0 Flicks
Nei I.: The Ile%1 n:
for
Friday
. A Phi 0 Flicks
. . . dile to many tof the performants, niing plleeti on Saturdays.)
"A PHI 0 FLICKS"
Sat.. Feb. 22, "For a Few Dollars
More"
s’at , Felt 28, ’"rhe Silencers"
Sat , tfirch 8, "Casino Royale"
Maich 11-15, "Film Marathon"
thrill 22, "Spartans."
.t ail 11, "Born Free"
sat.. April 19, "Tom Jones"
April 26, "Umbrellas of Cherbourg"
isTay 2, "The Professionals"
May 8, ’"rhe Russians are Coming"
May 16, "1000 Clowns"
May 23, "Vs’hat’s New, Pussycat?"
May 30, "Alfie"
June 6, "Fist Full of Dollars"
All ’flicks’ will Ix) at 7 and 10 p.m.
Admission price is 50 cents. Any
changes in the schedule will be announced in the Spartan Daily.
(Lail Or\

far the teacher vviio Nants to continue
college work but is not able to travel
to the SJS campus," said Williarn
Wishart, assistant director. Classes
will be held in off -campus locations.
Faculty for the self-supporting program is rlrawn from SJS resident faculty, instruetors from other colleges.
businessmen and professionals from the
communities, and other qualified individuals.
Wishart stated attendance is expected to reach 13.000 this semester.
Ile made clear that people wishing to
attend Extension cla.sses need not be
qualified SJS students.
For additional information, including
a list of classes and class schedules,
contact the Extension Senices office
at 319 S. Fifth St. on campus, or call
294-6414 Ext. 2211.

Black EOP Students
Meeting Tomorrow
All Black EOP students aro inVited
to attend a general meeting tomorrow
at 4 p.m. in JC141. Tim Knowles, FOP
director, has requested that both new
and returning students attend to fill
out new cla.ss schedules and identification cards to be filed in the EOP office.
Students who still he unable to attend
the meeting must stop by the EOP
Office on Thursday or Friday,

his audiences that a dean of admisat a (1alifornia institution enrolled 40 students while under duress
from another 35. He described it at
the time in these words:
"The 35 students made up a list of
40 people they wanted admitted and
brought it to the dean and stood there
with switchblades at his throat until
he admitted them."
State Colleges Chancellor Glenn S.
Durnke said Monday that the incident
happened "some time ago" at a state
college, that some of the students admitted still are enrolled, and that those
involved in the matter now deny that
knives were held at the dean’s thtoat.
Ile said they were Blacks.
Reagan said a college administrator
told the college system’s board of trustees of the incidents. Asked if he believes the story, Reagan replied, "I believe the stoty."
He remarked. "I’m a little surprised
at the furor about thLs since I have
mentioned this a number of times ...
and at one of these press conferences
. No one ever picked it up."
Asked where the incident occurred,
he said, "I’d better back away" from
answering at this point, "and not do
anything to disrupt the investigation"
of the matter now under way.
On another educational matter, the
governor said he has "no quarrel" with
the suspension for 30 days with pay
of the San Francisco State College
professor who was to head the new
Black studies department there. The
profes.sor, Dr. Nathan Hare, was suspended after interrupting a speech to
faculty members by the school’s acting
president, Dr. S. I. Hayakawa.
Reagan said he saw the event on
television, and what "I saw justified
some action being taken."
SiOnS

70 Courses Offered
At Free University
During Spring Term
Ever had the urge te take a class
in "Trust, Touch and Tenderness,"
"Witchcraft," "Weird Things" or "Jug
Band Music?" San Jose Free University, a non-profit organization, is offering over 70 similar courses this semester.
Students may rngister and information may be obtained at the university’s sensorium tonight at 7:30 in
cafeteria A and B. A $10 registration
fee is charged.
George Sherhorn, spokesman for the
university. reported instructors will exrtlain their courses at tonight’s sensorium, the third to be presented by
the university. Students who register
at the San Jose Free University are
automatically eligible to attend the
Mid-Peninsula Free University in Palo
Alto.
Sensoriums are also scheduled Feb.
24 at 7:30 in Nobili Hall at the University of Santa Clara arid Feb. n
at 7:30 p.m. at the Catholic Women’s
Center. Fifth and San Fernando
Streets. Refreshments and entertainment are offered at all sen.soriums.
Information about registration and
cliuises is available from the San .lose
Free University, P.O. Box 1561, 95109.

Hopes for Vietnam
Discussed by Vet
"What Hopes for Vietnam?" will be
discussed by David I. Wyllie. Vietriant
war veteran and a director of the Free
Asian League, at a Young Republicans
meeting tontorrow night in S164.
Wyllie served in the U.S. Air Force
front 1961 to 1965, spending half that
time in Asia. and is a member of the
Association for Asia Stmlies and the
American Ainclemy for Political and
Social Sciences.
A regular business meeting will follow the talk.
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Editorials

we might add/.
%%idiom a
At any rale. tou’ll remember that one
turns to the other and sits something! ike.
"It sure is quiet in here.- To whidi the
other replies with the time-honored epigram. "I vali. Too quiet.XII this is a roundabout wax of getting
at %hat alll reallt trying to say. that the
spring semester right now is like that
too quiet.
commercial
It this n iiiiii vitt (early tif a Mondat
morning) a quiet reigns on the second
most populated California state college
campus I Long Beach is first ) such its it
has not known since s dime last Nos
%ember.
blings
True, there are the familiar
of discontent emanating from disgruntled
late-registrants, apartment dwellers with
itchy-palmed landlords. and tried and true
radicals who still 11alli 10 make a strike
here. AFT or no AFT.
It is doubtful. howeer, if any of these
rumblings will erupt hill/ all upheatal
comparable to the American Federati iiii of
Teacher’s strike. whieh came to ati end
’I’lltursday after :17 days.
But for those who take comfort in such

Nine Unit Load
\ major step is being taken this
semester to alle% iate the already Ilea% y
fauttlty work load: 106 fiteult member- will teach only nine units instead
of the usual 12.
designated faculty members
receise no pay reduetion because
they !tax(’ obtained approtal for the
reduction through Pres. Clark and the
.1.1so approximateeitilentie
ly 211 faculty plan to go on reduced
tearhing loads but subsequently will
take reductions in pay.
\\hat this %%ill mean is that some
eight per cent of this rollege’s facultymembers will be teaching only nine
hours a week.
This was one of the major goals of
the striking \ merican Federation of
Teacher- la,t semester. The nine-tmit
work load has ’wen bailed by many
faculty organizations as an ideal teaching load. ’lie only reason it has not
been initiated earlier is that most people belie% ed students would suffer 1WCaliSt eta/4M.. %%1111111 Ile dropped from
the curriculum.
pparently. that initial problem
has been adequately soled: certain
S1’1’61111, %%ill be cionibined tinder one
instructor in order to free a professor
from a three -unit obligation so he may
deote added time to special studies
and his nine -unit load.
1.11.incellor Ihittike. when he outlined his original proposal to the state
college presidents. -did the nine -unit
wiirk load formula Ilia’, not -authorize
a president to approxe a blanket reduction of three weighted units of
lo.td. either through an in the --tudent-fitrulty rain" ...

tor by the turning away of students, or
both of these in combination."’
This. if’ followed through. should
cause no harm to students. No student
will be turned away from this college
because some faculty members are
teaching three instead of four classes.
Students may experience somewhat
larger class sizes in isolated incidents,
but their oerall education should not
suffer from this.
.1s mentioned earlier. this is a major
step in the improvement of higher education itt this state. If faculty can devote more time in preparation and research. then they can impart more pertinent and up-to-date information to
the student.
Pres. Clark always has been in faNor of the nine-unit teaching load. It
is also e% ident that both Chancellor
Dunike and the 1cademic Council at
SJS are in fa%or of it.
hat. then. is stopping the nineunit formula from being initiated for
all professors throughout the state?
The California state go%ernment and
the slate budget. I /nee an allocation of
adequate funds is prolided. all professors will lw able to teach only nine
hours it week. thus. hopefully. proitling a better curriculum.
e hope the faculty participating
in the new program do a commendable
job so that. when the possibility of a
blanket nine-unit teaching load becomes ex lidera. the State College Board
of Trustees will not hesitate to initiate it.
The nine -unit load undoubtedly will
benefit higher education in the state
of California. We hope it can be initittle(’ as soon as possible.
13.11.

Mutiny Sentences Unjust
titt-sexen men took part in a sitdown -irike at the Presidio stockade t/ct.
H., 196)i. to protest the fatal shooting of a
fellow 111111.11. JllIl to protest unsanitary
conditions and "illegal treatment."
IN ith precrilent-setting blow, the Army
court-marii.il board dealt out setere penalties axer.i...ing It to lb tears of hard labor
and remota! of all military prixileges to
the I ir-t sexeral prisoners.
!whet). these sentence, are severe
because a short time ago prisoners of a
militarx stockade in Tixas participated in
an armed
and the l’exatis reeeixed
axerage sentenie.
fix’. tears. The San
Francisco protest was
-tiolent.
But ition-tioleilic iliicsiit roma. Accord.
Laid. 1/4/.111 l’111/1/1/
’mg
tile prosecution. the kriny does not distinguish beintitin%.
tween iligiees
He commucil
’’It is the attack on
th.o 1- important."
the
1) hal Joint die attack on the broths
through difficult
Prote-ters are challenging its rely
tanci
societt.
suppose that is why
leels th,ii if must assert its authority
1/11/41
prowess.
The Army is showing tho.e "terrible
people- who have the nen). to question
that it i- powerful and "don’t buck the
st -iitn. kid. But while the Army is proving that it
is right, it is destroying a ital part of the
ime thing that can help our sick society.
That part i the youth.
X% bile our societt still adheres to the
of milij.irr ,core.eriplion.
.
eel Win rule, 11111/4 Ilti 111110liell. Either Oill:
Tilo

1111111al,

glallg

must live somewhere else or try to change
the system.
When these young men tried to change
the system. the Army sprang into action
to silence the "revolution."
These soldiers did break the rules, and
I). our law they must lie
’lied. But 15
years at hard labor is unjitstifiablt. and
asinine: an utter waste of a potentially
produrtit I’ life.
In trting these 27 men. it seems that
the Army is trting to punish the entire
eitil disobedience movement. Perhaps the
Army thinks it can scare the rest of the
protester. into obedience.
Bin what the \ rint doesn’t understand
is that people who seriously protest }tenet). in N4 hat thet are doing and won’t be
scare.1 off.
The sentences meted out thus far are
an irresponsible miscarriage of justice.
If these judges on the court-martial
board had been on trial at Nuremburg
could they justify their actions, or would
*het answer as sit many of the Nazi war
criminals did, that they were just following orders?
M.M.

Guest Articles
The Daily will Consider and is seeidng GUest
Editorials and Guest Rooms from SJS Btu.
dents and faculty members on mattes’ affecting the eamPus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Mary Marks, Daily Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m. in the
Daily Office, JC208. Final derision on use
of gUest articles are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should be typed double spaced
on a 40-space
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"An oasis or mirage?"

Thrust and Parry

Hayakawa
Editor:
As a former student of Dr. Faille, I was
somewhat surprised to read his rather opinionated "outburst" against the field of general
semantics in "Hayakawa and Language Cult"
which appeared in the Spartan Daily of Jan.
22. Dr. Fallico portrayed an extremely distorted picture of the nature of general
semantics,
General semanticists

of integrity will be the
first people to say that the practice of seman-

Staff Comment

Accept Name
By RAI IIOND GILES
seems that exert White liberal nowadays has what 1 call a "house nigger."
You know, a friend who is Black, beautiful and tolerant. les the thing to do
these ilats among the liberal NXhites and
especiallt among the college toting.
Reallt ! Show me a White student with
one Black friend and I’ll show you it
Whitemiddle class liberal. And show nu)
a White student with two or more Black
friends, and
show you a real honky
hussier. 1 -- atri -- a
lionky
hitssler.) Anil the most amazing thing about
this anti./4111..e kIr I
ill L fl.11-011/4.1.1)
I"
;
that the Black man would tolerate it.
Joe Broadus is a Black man. After four
years in the Army. he enrolled at Los
Angeles Valley College ywhere I Mei hull)
and began studying journalism. In the past
year and a half, Joe
has worked for
the L.A. Times, was copy editor for an
lerground newspaper and is currently
with Newsweek in L.A.
It was our relationship and correspondenee that enabled ine. as a IN bite, to
understand the dead!.
of oppression
we
hitt- liberals ha% c helped bring down
upon the Blacks.1/%1/11 during the seemingIt citibrights minded years of the
"You’re a NX ISP. he wrote not long
ago., "and ton can talk about the promise
and the future of America as a sure thing.
Why not? College and then ()CS . . .
learning the role of a proper gentleman.
"You see, much of what you take for
granted is a built-in part of the system.
"I. Bay, am a transplant. An organ
transplant
&ill Blacks in the system are
and we don’t know if it will take. Try a/4
I may. trust as I may. 10%ed this country
as I may, I 1111Ve 1111/1.011trOl ()ter the forces
that count the most.
"All you hat t. to do is play lit the rules
and you can win. I have to play hy the
rules . .. win .. . and then wait to see if
WP are going to hate the sanw rules anymore.
"You spoke of haying to face God - try faring tomorrow."
I generalK don’t like
be called a
racist. I, like
many oilier-. like to sat
"It’s the oilier guy." Hut %4111/11 I :WV
our American society has done to the
minds and hearts of human beings like
lite Bro.i.lii. 1 ..i.ent to be able to accept
CtIroill6 that much easier.
It

1.k de

‘Bad Apple’

a peaceful prospectus. it might he worthwhile to recall this disturbing fart: the
looser structure’s palieil’S %411i111

-cm, all for
tics in everyday 11\
every ailment" its 1)1.. Faille st.ited. As semanticist Harry Weinberg pants out in
"Levels of Knowing and Existence." ’"rhe syshe used by the
tem we offer probably
highly neurotic and certainly not by the psychotic. Its greatest use, I believe, is an a preventive therm*, in a lifelong education
program."
My other main objection to Dr. Fallim’s
editorial is that he makes inferences about
the entire field of genetal semantics by citing
the example of one semanticist. namely Dr.
S. I. Hayakawa. It is generally true that
every large group has :it least one bad apple
in the barrel and Dr. Hayakawa continues to
exhibit himself as semantics’ "bad, apple,"
As Dr. Faille() rx)ints out, semantics, in the
hands of politicians, is easily used as it subversive, oppressive tool. This could be combatted if the general public were made aWill’e
of the nature of semantic principles in theory
and practice, As with atomic energy. general
semantics is neither good nor bad in itself,
the value of it depending on how and by
whom it is used.
I have just completed a class in general
semantics and it has been one of the most
practical and relevant courses I’ve ever taken.
Among others, psychologist Abraham Maslow
and psychoanalyst Erich Fromtn are currently
emphasizing the role of language as a cause
of personality maladjustment.
No, Dr. Fallico, general semantics is not
dead, but it is indeed tinfortunate that the
image of general semantics is now being bur-

dened with Dr. S. I Ilayakawa who is a very
poor example. of the good things that semantics has to offer.
Randy Berkman
A15746

Editor’s Notes:

the teachers to rebel. which are indeed
giting rise to campus protest around the
world. !witness the recent chaos at Duke.
iseimsitt. Chivago. Ilontreal. Tokyo, Berlin. Nladrid. not to forget o iiiii ipresent San
Francisco State and .C. Berkeley) continue to eist. If antibing. those policies
and their erities ari l‘l4/11 larilllr apart
than before.
on strike
AFT would utidouluvill
still liad it receited a shred more support.
As it was, the teachers had the misfortune
to run into finals. run out of money, and
I. But that does not
thence to run agr
mean they have stopped resenting trustee

interference. alleged racist admittince policies. and their own impotence in making
college policy.
\ oil the student actitists hate made if
abundantly (dear they are not at all satisfied with tlw teachers’ devision to end
their ualkotit. The White radicals are attempting right now to combine with minority orgatii...ar s such as the Meicannited
Anwricati Student tionfederation.
Black Students Association. and

American Political Alliance, in order to
build a student strike over much the same
issues.
hillier such a prall0144/11 -trike would
illf. /4atIll‘ fail‘ as the AFT’s strike or
an earlier silifiviit attempt last Thanksgi%
lug time I yvhich collapsed after it few days
and a number of arrests) is, of course, for
the future to tell.
Knowing the political herd of the average SIS student. howeter, I doubt if anything short of ariillery fire front each entrance

Housing List
If you are a student %Ito lies 011 V/11114
WI, you prith,iliN

eperience

of housing problem before t our
gradtialion date.
//1./.111/4
I 11:1\1/ li/%1/11 ai two
Ill/

different

four

apartment

linitses

during

years al San bee "dale. and

my
hate

yet to !lase a trouble -free semester. \lost
people to whom I liae talked encounter

same type of problems --- unclean. unfixable apartments. faidit plumbing, failure of owners to return cleaning deposits.
rent being raised in mid.seniester, 111%,

the

illiS seme.ter. all effort is being
President Rill Langan
made by ASII
to help students plagued with I sing
problems. Students, if they take the time
and effort. can piek up housing evaluation
forms on Seventh Street and rate their
present and past housing.
Langan hope- 1.1 be able to compile the
data receked into booklet form so students will he aide to ,./9/ how their honsing
compares %stilt other it%ailahle favilities
around the l’a1111111.4.
Langan is indkinv an hottest and sincere
effort to allei,ite a problem which has
been itt ei,tenee here for a long time. I
liatliv will not ile
mil% hope ilvti

feat los aims.

8. 11.

Iii.

21.300 from going to ela-e-.
lint, then, a strike is not the milt tact’,
that rim shatter the sacred silence of the
SJS campus. Antthing van happen and
there is no reason to beliete world-wide
campus rebellion will skip us, apathy notwithstanding.
reeall the last part of that
If
Dodge commercial. there is a giant miniskirted rhirk standing by the car in which
the minbspies are taking their pictures.
nbeknownst to them. she is about to
pound her palm upon the hood, and. need
less to say, it is no longer "too quiet."
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Are You Eating?

Food Stamps Help Budget
Iltuidreds, possibly th,
of SJS students are missing ail
opportunity to increase the purchasing power of their dollar and
at the same titne up-grade the
level of their nutrition.
Numerous

SJS

students

are

eligible for the purchase of 1,s1
coupons undei the Federal Food
Stamp Act of 1964 and are WI:mare

of it. At present some 200-

300 State stUdelltS are taking advantage of the Food Stamp Program, a Department of Agriculture program administered
through local welfare departments.
Although administered through
welfare agencies, progtam eligibility worker Sandra Pritchard
stated, "Federal responsibility
for the F’ood Stamp Program
rests with the U.S. Department
of Agriculture. It is not considered to be either a welfare Program or an income maintenance
program, although it. is administered by welfare departments."
The Santa Clara County Food
Stamp Program is two years
old and currently has approximately 7,000 housholders in the
program; 1,000 of these households are not on vvelfare.
LOW INCOME
The food stamp program is a
vlountary program fur low-income families (or individuals’,
either on or off welfare. which
will permit them to purchase
food at a discount.
Eligibility for the program is
deteu mined by local tvelfare de- -
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partnuunts based 11/1 I:. Ale litnits vrorked out by the USDA
with the state, and the number
of people living and eating together as well US individuals
who live alone and prepare their
own meals. 1:ligibility worker
Whittaker
defined
,
household as "individuals N\ 1,,,
eat more than one meal together.
Those individuals who cat one
meal or less together may apply
on their own."
(7ollege students who have limited working hours kind incomes
because they attend school have
an excellent chance to get into
the program.

,
eligible
tact the
55 West Yoon,?,,
299-3748.

\

Ash Services
To Begin Lent
Traditionally ashes from last
year’s palm branches are used in
Ash Widnesday services, which

Jacqueline Ainsley, the third
member of the county elgibility
staff that helps administer non welfare food stamp clients added,
however, "fraternities, sororities,
and boarding housese are not
The Food Stamp Coupons are
purchased at local banks using
a card issued monthly which
authorizes the amount of money
to be paid for the coupons and
the total number of coupons, including a bonus, which will be
received from the bank. In Santa
Clara County, branches of the
First National Bank will serve
as stamp redemtion centers.
The coupons are as good as
money in all chain grocery stores
and many independents for the
purpose of all human food except
imported items, alcohol, tobacco,
household supplies, or any other
non-food items.
Students who feel they am

ulaa: a act ,,,,
A 1.1.-’1.tto
,,,i college (Imposts "to, provide
a reasonable and rational alternative to the left-wing revolutionary movement on campuses"
was stressed by the California
Young Republicans at their convention held in Oakland during
,iumester break.
Governor Ronald Reagan de c ,,,,ced campus rebels c,
Tic: the second evenin
.
justice is earned," he said. "l’hose
who create are rewarded and
those who destroy are punished."
A large part cuf the governor’s
speech was directed at the
peaceful member. ot
genera -

This year, students are invited
day service tonight at 10 in the
Chapel

of

Reconciliation,

10th

and Stun Carlos Streets,
"report
cards,
Ashes from
checks, draft cards. flags, and
many other secular symbols relative to our second existence today" will be used in addition to
last year’s ashes, according to
Roger Olsen, spokesman for the
newly merged United Campus
Christian Ministries.
The group is a formation of
several Protestant denominations
on campus and the service tonight
is termed as their "first super
effort in the way of a celebration.’’

il,, .
oi our
young. people are seeking .
.
shifting. This is the shili of the
future, and these are some of
the dimensions of the t’r,iiiive
Society. I urge you to cei involved, to participate ill the
Creative Society."
The direction of the convention
W;I, toward the college crisis, and
‘.’
,contbers were urged to take
of leadership on college
eallipuses, to seek solutions to
campus problems, to try to reach
to recruit more young people,
1, oaiculai ly among members of
, UPS.
tuo factions of
,’.,lifornia
t ’ollege Fedeiation
:. which has a
chapter at S.1.-;. and the California College Republicans tee’R
which left the former organization a few years ago. WilS
of thv larger
,,,,,,:nia Young Repuhlicans.
.

,’

coil,

’nark. the beginning of Lent.
to attend a unique Ash Wednes-

NO GREEKS

YRs Offer Rational Alternative

Council Meet
Student appointments and S.IS
Model United Nations will open
this semester’s Student Council
sesSions, according to ASB Vice President Bill Langan. The meeting is this afternoon at 3:30 in
the College Union.

8.1S deleaate Fred Alton. chap-

.1.. :1:
icr ta.salent aria
Cade, sophomore. expressed sur prim. that the
hait ix.en

For Civilian Positions with the
U.S. Air Force Systems Command
February 25, 1969
The Systems Command utilizes the skills of
SCIENTISTS, ENGINEERS, and TECHNICALLY
ORIENTED ADMINISTRATORS to meet its mission as
the Air Force’s single overall manager for the steps
involved in the acquisition of aerospace systems.
These openings exist throughout the country and offer
exceptional first-job involvement in professional work.
Most positions dre in the Career Civil Service.
Contact your campus Placement Officer to arrange
an interview, or write to:
Headquarters Air Force Systems Command (SCPCB-CH)
Andrews Air Force Base
Washington, D.C. 20331
An Equal Opporturilty Employer

t.io,

An ASB-sanctioned petition
seeking one-third of Governor
Ronald Reagan’s reported $340
million budget surplus to be appropriated for state college improvements was scheduled for
presentation to students today on
Seventh Street. according to petition co-ordinator Mike Rutz.
While condemning "the rigid
and unimaginative position taken
by Governor Reagan, the Legislature and the Trustees" regarding alleged state college monetarial and functional deficiencies,
the petition will enable non-striking students to show "their dis-

cord with the governor’s higher
educational policies.’ Rutz explained.
If the proposed $100 million
is released to the state college
system, "the monies would be
administered in accordance with
local needs, Rutz said.
"For example," Rutz pointed
out, "SJS can use part of the
monies to hire more teachers,
which, in turn, would create
smaller, more desirable classes."
With this extra money available,
"SJS can achieve an expanded
enrollment
by turning avu’ay
fewer people," he added.

..C.......\
111M11111111111111111111111111&.’ ii
WE’RE CELEI3RATING WITH A GREAT SALE!
.

MISHISMISIMINAY

The use of the "secular ashes"
is a response and affirmation to
the secular world which must be
made if "we are to stay on this
dumb heap of an earth," alleCHTI111k; to Olsen.

ON A Ill VEX CASSETTE MAYERS,
ECM DERS AND TAPE!

"To forget about grades and
libraries is as disastrous for a
students as forget ling palm
branches and the cross is to a
Christian," Olsen noted.

IVIICRO 85
STEREO TAPE PLAYER/RECORDER
No threading es er with this total tape
sound system by mpexjust snap in Cassette tape. Plass and recordsin mono or
stereoup to 90 minutes. Full stereo performanceyet so compact it easily fits a
book -ease or table top. %II Solid State. flas
(lyna aaa i t (amii-tlireetion mieropl
s, recording and playback solume and balance
controls.
COMPLETE
MATCHING
SPEAKERS AND TWIN MICROPHONES

AFT Calls Meet
On Strike Today
:\ post -strike general meeting
for all American Federation of
Teachers AFT’ members. strikers and non-strikers, will be held
today at 3:30 p.m. in Eng132
to consider the issues involved
in the strike settlement, acting
president Fred Sprint has announced.
In addition, AFT will consider
a prot.tram for continued support
of the San Francisco State strike
and future plans for the union.
Gary Hawkins, SFS AFT president, vuill be on hand to report
on the strike there.

I

eal
vi ;dhoti! mill

ASB Petition Eyes
State Budget Surplus

The service will also feature
recitations from the works of
Dag Hammarskjold and Lawrence Ferlinghetti, a poet similar
to Allen Ginsberg, according to
Olsen.
No hymn books will be used
during the service, instead. folk
music will be provided by Dirt
Cheap Productions.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
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’I

REG.

22

189.00

FAC1-1

New Low Prier 1

1/101=11101=111E

AIVIPEX INflicro 20
NEW CASSET IE TAPE RECORDER
PLAYS ON EA1 FLRIES OR AC
Dynamic mike inCluded
Has line input for radio
The AMPEX Micro 20 records with
ifs own qualify mike or takes direct
line inputs from radio, TV or hi-fi!
Weighs only 6 lbs. with batteries. Or
plug it in anywhere. Has separate
controls for recording and playback.
VU Meter monitors level of sound
and also monitors battery level.
Deluxe case included.

$9990
AMPEX MICRO 30

2"7.11111111.1.111..711211111111111.11.1117

Portable Solid State Cassette
Player/Recorder and FM/AM Radio

Operates on

batteries or
any AC plug
Records from built-in radio or optional mike
Plays all cassettes with
"big sound"
Automatic record level
control
Beautiful wood grained
cabinet
Solid
State Electronics

I Li

61011001,
e:1911,01)
wargre;E,
Itter.00 ,71
Vtgatuar
FINPUlarN,

faelit

Ampex Pre-Recorded
CASSETTE TA l’ES

5
4"

51:

2

IlLG. 5.98
OFF
LIST

liEG. 6.98

Tomiatiomv. l’e.itilts
.1// your Im
it’. Mir.;
The !how.. Itelho Etooldso, loot Jon., It,
great

BANKAMFAICARO

nwfwatiev

1,11 I..
1/11111n

Ilonini alai,
111111 other

MUSIC BOX

$129"
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UCSAE for Peaceful Reforms
included in the handwhich ttk
outs.
"Problem, kat college campli,k,
throughout k k!ifornia can ork:t
’11,, k-ork erk, tk
be rectifiel
.1 1.,
change are k ak
k, k k k 1.1/ ti
sponsible
that reproseiti, nrtjority
ion," state, Stet t Diaz rtf
Francisco State, ,tate
director.
UCSAE propose; "meaningful
change" throtadt posit it, programs such as ethnic study programs, creation of additi kr .1
and relevant courses. faculty k. ary Mc! eases, cam -

United California Students for
an Academic Environment RIC
SAE), organized during Christmas vacation, is forming a chapter at SJS "to support non-disruptive and non-violent methods
to achieve education reform."
Jack Cade, SJS sophomore and
UCSAE director for northern
California. and Ron Dodge. graduate student and coordinator of
the SJS chapter, report that they
are enthusiastic (a er respon,e
to their leaflet campaign &wing
registration. Approximately 100
students mailed in the coupons

r
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t,an in 1, tt.o.-y and techniques
oi leadership a -o you will have
a chance to apply them in lead
ership laboratory.

is:
*
*
*
es
*
:

Money

**

As

an division cadet you *
$50 per month and er
will r,
$170 wncn you attend a six.week 4,
summer camp between your jun.
ior and senior years.

Branch Selection

*
When you become an officer you
will be atie to put your co. ege *

next tteek, at a time and place
bo iinnounced later.
Interested persons may write
UCSAE care of the college, 145
S. Setenth St., 95114, or P.O.
Box 1436, Los Gatos, 95030.

ni at ion of
mpus govtrgan." public
,ki col -

Iti

’111)(1S1‘,
tl
lit

New Left History
Classes Offered

fit it ,

be published mrinili
1,, Art . le: for the stale
and tveekly .,t - H. Jim Lull, km_
publie k o pits major, will
(alit
-on.
t.. .
\feint.,
.! c.,
t 1,,

Accreditation, a new innovation
College curriculum, was given to the Current
Soviet Civilization and The New
-/-/..e.e.e..e.e I American Revolution courses, ac..e."--e-e-e
..e
coiding to Mike Rutz, Experimental College assistant director.
lf3M cards are available for the
three-unit classes at the first
class meetings, or sign up thts
vteek at the Experimental College office in the College Union,
. j ’ .t on to use. by selecting an is with the responsibility, authority,
according to Rutz.
asslorvrenf fo ore of the Army’s
and privileges of that position.
Soviet scholar William Men15 branches such as Engirsersi
del’s
weekly class concerning
Armor, Mecrcal Serv:ce Finance,
"ihc impact and success of Soviet
Chemical C o r p s, Intelligence. * Length of Service
Transportation, or Adjutant Genfive-yrar plans and recent RUS* When you graduate you will serve
eral.
sian history" will meet Thursday
two years on active duty and
et enings from 7 to 10 in S258.
* complete your military obligation
Tom Hayden, founder and for* in a ready reserve unit.
Deferment
111VI’ member of the Students for
a Democratic Society, will inAt an Army ROTC cadet you
For further information, phone
struet the New America Revoluwill be deferred from the draft
294.6414, Ext. 2722 or come to
until you graduate.
tipn classes on Wednesday nights
4,
Rm. 308, MacQuarrie Hall, San
from 7 to 10 in Newman Center,
Jose State.
79 S. Filth St.
Like Nlanders Soviet CivilizaSerVe as an Officer
United States
tion
Hayden’s course conWhen you graduate you will be
kk,krnink.: the history of the New
as a 2nd Lieutenant
Left wilt receive three units of
and yeu
I serve as an officer, is Army ROTC
kki edit oin Philosophy 180, Rutz
..4T-Corif.er
ne...9:07.07.1"..47.47443eiror

WHAT DO YOU GAIN
FROM ARMY ROTC?
Leadership Training
cr., classroom intruc-

§

and accurate ri.p,
student opinion in
ernment.
The dkk,
ization,
and pia)

to Experimental

1

CUBG Votes Not To Install
Barber Shop, Travel Agency
The College union Board of
Governors hits voted not to permit the installation of it barber
shop and travel agency in the
$4.5 million College Union, accoiding to Ronald C. Barrett,
College Union director.
Original plans for the Union,
which is scheduled for completion in June, included a large
bookstore, a 500 seat snack bar,
art galleries, a $130,000, 14 -lane
bowling alley, table tennis and
billiard tables, besides the barber
shop, and travel agency.
The barber shap and travel
agency plans are "definitely out."
and the board has been considering for some time the desirability of a bowling alley in the
Union. The board is split on a
decision and no definite recommendation has yet been made on
the fate of the bottling complex.
ASB President Dick Miner is
circulating questionnaires to stu-

dents on campus concerning the
feasibility of a txmling alley in
the Union.
The questionnaire requests students to show whether thcy
would favor the installation of
facilities such as a RathskellerCoffee House (in addition to
the snack bar), a Health SpaGymnitsium, an International
Student Center or offices for
campus clubs and organizations
instead of the bowling alley.
Alternative suggestions are being considered by the hoard. The
most frequently mentioned are
the inclusion of a photography
dark mom area, a small banking
facility or a past office sub-station. A pmposed duplication center Ls also being given prime
consideration.
Barrett emphasized that the
hoard is "considering the wise
the 1.Tht,in and
Use of space"
thr
this will affect dekisipi,
Union.
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LA%
laiiy
SOltir.1 t\‘ \\

all ;4;4 .a11(1

nkt,

1110I1S.

it.
111:111.1"I
cr (in compani,
(ii
t 0,:ratei 1
making l’N \ thing fron nicrowa
circuits to color tele\ ision. And we rank 11111:1ber 9 in the top 500 corporations in the nation.
Pretty liot stuff for a nobody.
lint though you may not recognize our
name. maybe the name Sylvania rings a 1)ell.
It’s one of our con pa n ies.
r:\

mil.

N1
think its over with your
i’lacem,nt 1)ii,ctor?
Id:
\ve are lomwit in the

field as Cleneral Telephone &
s.
Ps..st. Pass it On.

The Occupational Therapy Derailment of the School of Applied Arts and Sciences invites
all occupational therapy majors
to attend its third meeting of the
tixlay
11E5 at 4:20 p.m.

AT

cpaptatt Seektitepe
Official College &Swope
NOTE BOOKS
BIO KITS
LAB NOTEBOOKS
BINDERS
DECALS
GIFTS

ALL SALES
GUARANTEED

Ilk cut tow of lir telephone
operate in :33 states.
are. 5
dollars strong,

,,\ r the place, anti looking for
,11,1 svientists u:riiw viith us.

OT Meeting

SHOP AND SAVE
USED BOOKS
NEW BOOKS
ART MATERIAL
ENGINEERING
PENS -PENCILS
FILLER PAPER

remain \

As far as thc ,ktriall progress
in construction of the Union is
concerned, Barrett could not site
specific figures on what per cent
of the building is complete, But
he did say construction is "coming along fine."
"We are gearing our program
for June," he said. "A great majority of the workers are in the
I/I ick and interior
kl,kk said that in a rer.ork
irrit with the architold that at present
tect,. 1,, tk
a ’You’ll be in there
it loot.,
by June.’

World Campus Afloat,
is a college that does more
than broaden horizons.
It sails to them and beyond.
Once again, beginning in October of 1969. the
World Campus Afloat program of Chapman
Coilege and Associated Colleges and Universities
will take qualified students, faculty and staff
into the world laboratory.
In -port programs relevant to fully -accredited
coursework taught aboard ship add the dimension
of personal experience to formal learning.
Classes are held six days a week at sea
aboard the s.s. Ryndam which has been equipped
with classrooms, laboratories, library, student
union, dining room and dormitories.
Chapman College now is accepting applications for the Fall and Spring semesters of the
1969-70 academic year. Fall semesters depart
New York for ports in Western Europe and the
Mediterranean, Africa and South America, ending
in Los Angeles. Spring semesters circle the
world from Los Angeles through the Orient, India
and South Africa to New York.
For a catalog and other information, complete and
mail the coupon below.

Art student Leana Leach of Long Beach
sketches ruins of once-buried city during
World Campus Afloat visit to Istanbul.

SAFETY INFORMATION: The s.s. Ryndam,
registered in The Netherlands, meets International
Safety Standards for new ships developed in
1948 and meets 1966 fire safety requirements.
WORLD CAMPUS AFLOAT
Director of Admissiona
Chapman College, Orange. Calif 92666

Please send your

Mr
Wee

catalog and any other facts I need to know

HOME INFORMATION

SCHOOL INFORMATION

111-11 Name
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-Ram of School
-- --Campus Address

greet
State

Ares Cods

-

Siete

Home Phone (
Area Code
UnIll_
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Campus Phone (

Yiii-Taigoot

Street
-- City

_info should be sent to campus 0 home
date

I am Interested In CI Fall
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n
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would Ilke lo talk to a representative of WORLD
CAMPUS AFLOAT

WCA

Dram(-,i Auditions Today
For ’Toys in the Attic’
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dm Attic, unravels a
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t draly, particularly
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iota
ow oinimg succes,
ot
It has
it’
been . lepton,
lailogreal
stut13,."
of "Toys in the
April II, 12, 16,

Buie,
17. ls

ealendzir for
SJ::: drama is a, to11,as,
,1,
’Mar,11 7. 1’ S.A.
Theater,. Match 21
and 22: Thc Invisilde People. a
children’s play, 11,-!innintt Nlay
zind the (lamb -tine "Marriagc.
which will lietzin on May 23. The
semestcrly "rehearsal and performance" prriduct Mt IS St 111 be
presented on May 2ti and 27.
Ticket buyers may visit or call
(294-19311 the SJS box office
which is open from ontt to five.

By DIANE MeNETT
Flee Arts Writer

Two sets of student works from
the fall semester are currently on
display in the main art gallery
until next Friday, Feb, 28.

one elusively obvious
-111.ViVe the Unteeelitty
1.1011.1

t S.11Stee."

"HOW

Bulletin
We at Me Snartan Daily realize that ho...t r .1 our readers, far
too numerous ti be mentioned.
just might prefer a thick, well smothered ilamlmrger, or better
still a
prime steak to newspi Mt with ink black.
Ilittaer ,t.tt %%wild he to have zi
tasty and (,,,,nomical gastrornical
imention to help you ruminate
mer the IJnily news and Perlis(’
the fine arts and other sections.
Therefore. iie intend to teazur
with
rectpes tor :dm -sing student, at
San Jose State. Your tit\ mate
re,
girls tor guys) are in ,1

Survive the Univer-

tO

sity" is only one of many humorous sel,etions from college newspapers and magazines that make
up an entertaining and ainusing
book. BEST Campus Humor of
the Swinging 60s, edited by Bill

Life dravving classes, under the
direction of Wendall Gates, professor of art, have produced a
series of sketches of the human
figure in every conceivable position.

Using different mediums, each
artist has seen and recorded a
different view of a human lxxly,
The variation.s in the artists’ conceptions are especially evident
when the subjects and poses are
the same and only the perspective differs.
The second half of the exhibit

Adler.

features selected St 1,11<,.. tt.on th,
students of Dr.
associate professor of art. fron
his illustration technique and editorial illustration classes.
Pen and ink, watercolor, char coal, and scratchboard were
by the students to preseLt
generally excellent show. ’chi,
section portrays more use
color and more careful present a.
lion than the hastily-drawn figure sketches, making this half
of the exhibit especially appealing.
Particularly outstanding are
Chris Cross’ woe’. color portrait, ’Asa’ Carter’s charcoal
sketch, and Dill Nagel’s V. der
color magazine layout.

.40r.e..400:1:401

NEEDED: 200 TUTORS
NN

liaNe 100 families with almost NM children
;imply tutors to help chil-

who liac asked

dren with their school work. These are families
whose fathers are or lime liven in prison. lt
One flight
( two hours ) a week of
your time. No pay and no credit. except the satisfaction of helping others. Fur more informa-

means gi% Mg

tion and applications:

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN
CENTER
300 S. 10th St.

In addition to suggestion.s on
surviving

the

university

itself,

the article from UC’s California.
Pelican offers a few laughable

UP, UP,
AND AWAY ! !

tip; 4in surviving dorms -- "Get
Out," fraternities and sororities;
apartments
- "you did it you
clean it

up:" classes

"Don’t

go:" and mid -terms --- "Cheat!"
Th( re are also handy suggestions
arivi,011 IlOW 10 S1.11*ViVe
ors, (leans, protests, demonstrations and sit-ins, and 8:00 classes.
A dating guide from the Ohio
State University Sundial offers
invaluable tips on "when and how

if she doesn’t
give it to you,
et it yourself!

.1’

Student Illustrations
Helpful
’Survival’
Humor
it, it! Lolt.E8 OURS

Durtyn

NVedue,day Feltruar.

Gallery Review

Book Review

to do

what

with whom on

Famous
Semi -Annual

Sale

THEY’RE ARRIVING
EVERY DAY ! !
on Our Beautiful Balloon)

DRESSES
SKIRTS
SWEATERS

a

daTtelie" problem of conversation is
easily solved with a few suggested topies, says 1 he Staldial,
such as: "Do your feet sweat?"
or "Miele (lid you get so much
hair on your neck?" Then, of
course, there’s the question (if
how far to go on the first date.
The Sundial recommends that
OSU students go no farther than
Dayton or Cincinnati.
The VO0d013 from Massachusetts Institute of Technology offers a chart of the times spent
on various activities over a lifetime of 75 years. For instance.
thr average peison spends 2.7
(lays folding out the Playboy centerfold. 81 days having a beer
or two, and 24.8 days trying to
remember the rest of the words
to a dirty song.
At 61) cents in paperback, Best
i’arniais Humor of the Swinging
Go. is great entertainment, guar:oil, ed to keep the reader laughto lb, end of the last
. i

one
garment at
!Buy
regular price,
select a second
garment of up
to equal value
and pay just

MORE NEW
AND USED BOOKS

1:99 to 39.99
JUNIORS 5-15
JR. PETITE 3-13
MISSY 8-20
OPEN MON & THURS ’TIL 9
Validated Parking

gook-Istope

cpaptot

-

All Bank Charges
our lay-a-way

Use

on campai

..er Snare from $3 Op. Corer. from 13 SO. end a comelett onetime of MASI
mt..
rtmntle tavar.r try lade test Com end lade fast Golden Lime SWANN. one SoM (Ostributen

VitHcftlfifilifitItiat*titiftirtifitiliffthMITI
4g.
4g.
Act
At
4g.
4g.

4qt

4rA
4^.

It’s not
everyday you
can line up
an engineermg
job at
General Electric.
It’s Wednesday, Feb. 26

%ye.
Vie*
Veg.
:dr
A

......
Vit6

*A

At
N-40.

f
4 4 4 4 4 4 61:

4 4 4 4 4 4 4

4 4 4

4 4 4 4 4

4 4 4 4 Iv

It’s the day the GE interviewer will be on tximpus.
He’s coming to talk to engineers. All kinds of
engineers.
He’ll be talking about the opportunities at General Electric. All kinds of opportunit
Opportunities in research and development.
Where an engineer can work on everything from
jet engines to x-ray equipment to ways to prevent
air pollution.
Opportunities in manufacturing. Where an engineer can be responsible for designing a factory or
developing a new production system or getting the
most out of other people.

Opportunities in sales. Where an engineer
spends most of his time with GE customers, using
his technical knowledge to help them solve a variety of problems.
So no matter what kind of engineer you are,
prolmhly find that General Electric has exactly the kind of job you’re looking for.
Why not line up an interview now? And you
might line up just the job you want.

GENERAL
Ar,

ELECTRIC
enTI.

fiCr

la pktin

Weil:11,May rel.: it,,
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Rejuvenated Spartans
Prime for Upset Bid

Track Opener Set
11,

11%

DON

.

11.111,

\

4,1

Four medalists from the 1968
l,ty

SPPING
CHARTER

:
EUP OPE
PCUND
TRIP

ONLY

I,

,,
\ ni ’,out

March 22, April 6
Limited Number of Seats!

I:11

tillS

i Ins \I. ill
t a, k team m S.IS

SUMMER
CHARTERS

from $189.

1% inlet notes tliat S.TS holds
isitity world record in tile sprint
1.iieets ixcept the 10() yard dash
and the Ilo yard relay mid \vith
ids ii,p,,
..,no:nti-ls
tlie
sipi.al this year. thoso two ot,e-Iiiiuldnd last loriLt.
j
OM.
stinne hard

Pure jet on certified carriers.
:H.dents, faculty, employees
an ati:eir immediate familites.
NC: MEMBERSHIP FEE

T-M TRAVEL
60

Ph. 293-1031

N. Firs+ St.

ACCOUNTING MAJORS
have you checked your
dictionary lately for
the definition of:

meet as the \ arsity will be di \tided into tni individual teams.
nympii
sprinter and
Evans, Olympic 40(.) meter champion and 11,0’41 record holder will
ititilit
two ol the teams which
nolild make tor a Itig rivalry.
-I lin Powell, who has broken
.-"JS records ill I11,
iXtrk flayton, who will bolster
the fine SJS 110 titlay 0 am. and

p"ie

B011

%Oil

1110 01111.1’ throe teams.
In the L’.S. ’crack and Field
AttFederation meet in the
e, los Sports Arena, Evans set a
new arena record in the 611.. in
a time of 1:09.8 \\bile Ronnie
Ray Smith iwset teammate Carlos in the 60 in a flashy time
of 6.0,
three pole
The Sparians ha\
oovaulters \Otto are eapalilti
ing over 17 feet in Paoanicilteiti.
Skive!. and Sam C’artithers, who
\ alined a career hest of 16-6 too
sec ind ’,lave in Los Angt.les
Saturday.
Darold Dent ga...e an indication of how strong he is going
to be in the outdoor season as ht.
rail a fast indoor time of 8:57
wa-.
’’
.1,,
with
li ,t.. :
Thie,,, will be a special eight -

man 880 yard relay for all fraternities. clubs, or groups who
to enter.

1,11

Thiri

anti
t

%stork: definite riot,
agreement 141I
’lade. 44, 414ttor

. . I

.1

tolled

iri

1.41

to

on,

r
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ta-k:

L 4mo%.
prof,
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’le t .11111111Lf.
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111111:
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other
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REVENUE
Iti .1, .111.1111y

SERVICE

41111114ter

-

Vet., 7.
fer,I
Spar, it, re-,T.e. Bob Scott
itii are not rxand Si.\ o
rHicly to play Fri[Weird lc, lit
day Sedtt Las
severly bruised
fund
Mititarit has art infected

.0:

a game
Mit life itself...,
Or is it death?
itno,t

,
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CANDia

M1Z-GN
KAARINANA

,
2l/al LaaUfa fOx PREStraS

1 .
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A KOHN-KINErt.R6 PRODUCTION
GL.N EiRE84 JOHN FOWLIS PANAVLSION’ COLOR SY KM*

CIA1.11.-1131 RBA NK CO -MT
Peter Coilk
!Maley Moore
Raquel \\ etch

"BEDAZZI,L1)"

money ts swett stuff. It makes a party ...
poiiticai or social. It builds theatres
for peopie to laugh In, houses for people
to live in and churches too. It can make

a better mousetrap, develop a vaccine
or clear a slum. Lots of fine things are
done with money and lots of young people
are finding out about the excitement
inherent in a banking career.

El As

the

largest Southern California based bank,
Security Pacific is proud of Its "now"

young executives
who make the decisions that put things in
atmosphere and the many

motion.

If you would enjoy the involvement

of working with a big, strong bank, we’d
like to talk to you. We’ll be on campus
1 chillers 118.

SATURDAY
FEB. 22nd
Morris Da i iey
10:30 A.M.
opEN
sE

Wednesday.

S’ECURITY PACIFIC NATIONAL BANK
An equal opportunity employer

’

to bring its record to 7-10.
Coach Stan Morrison expressed
pleasure with

the

play of the

Out of Stock New and Used Books

trosh in its recent games. Mor,,,n was particularly pleased
the play of 6-4’2 Mike
in, who has played almost ,
\

INTERNAL

plays

defeated Menlo

I

. -1

Ff’deral

vans- Pla,entent I It t,

i sit
If \,11,

I

Cr11’1111

1,11,111.

/

11111,

,

-iGLNT. Upon sot’,mow. the Agent

ilf

MEETING

Friday night against
Clara Frosh, a 82-55
the Spartans Jan. 18.

11,1111111L’

fur eletermuuaL
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?iltlf .1
I (.1’

1..\ I t:
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11111011\
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SIGN UP
ON 7th STREET

’rhe SJS freshman basketball
will be gunning for a
’eim

,,unting graduate.: trim are ac-

nal to

ta.t- afitniu,t

(4,11111o,

116’1114’.

Frosh Face
Major Task
Friday Night

nut "jobs-

..i.arrlfliN."

it

/1, /.1/ilo’

itii,.//////

,,,,int

:

tionar,. I ’,dirge Fait ion. l’hr,(,

Merl fur 111,

,

k

114.111111111On ...

1..14

/14.

ail% :owe.

lift..
in a particular

fill

It

SORORITY
RUSH

tork. ,14- in
2. an \ 11.1,4

I’S

INF010111
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ii11111
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Ogden

C0%,1Lqi fl’0711

=-=7...,--.4ir,

wrt.:1,1
stitttliti

garpe

1),w:I
cent from the field and 77
The S’partans shot \vell against
Santa liarbara. hitting 4T pet
cent from the field and 77 iii,
from the foul line.
These figures in:wk.,’ an im54ti..rttins’
provement ini,1 tli
1, \A" ’
regular perfortn:.1,o,
.i.,t
t action. SJS is
cent
from the floor and
67.6 from the line. Th, .tans rank last in WCAC to ,
shoot ing.
Santa Clara is expected t
at full strength for Frida
game, as All-America forw.Li
nial

;

The

for first and

will lie

Cinema Burbank
"Nei
T)7):.! tr.

4,1o.
14, H.
1, winced scoring.
ii441 l’t’Sti with 18

\\

a

111111.-Sqllild

talent will he un\ tiled on
the all-weather tartan track Friday at 1:30 in an inter-squad

X\

ii1114iiii

1

Sai ,
’-er
comeback
Barbara Sauna.’ \
basketball team will tly
tain that momentum \\
.- .1i’
undefeated
the
meets
Clara Broneds Friday night at
Civic Auditorium.
All tiekets for Friday’s game
hilVe been sold. The garne will
be telmised ri Channel 36 and
hilsideast 11 liEEN 113701 and
1, beginning at
KSJS
8 p.m.
The Spartans came from behind to take a 36-35 halftime lead
0\ PI’ the \ isiting Santa Barbara.
then ?milt on the lead for an 85 TT \Vost Coast Athletic Conleoeneit
Head coach Dan Clines was
impressed with the Spartan’s
spirit in their second half comeback, citing the performances of
Tim Iiolman. Darnell Hillman,
and Bernie Veasey as the keys
to the comeback.
Holman got the Spartan offense rolling in the second half
from his guard position\ Ile
scored till of his 12 points in the
second half.
Hillman scored 18 points in
addition to grabbing 15 rebounds
in
good defensive effort.
Veasey. who has turned in impressive performances in each of
the last four games, scum’ eight
of his 10 points in the second
half against UCSB.
Pat Flamm with 12, Steve McKean with 11, and Chris Guenth-

N()N1/ IILAITM;

position both offensively

ar.i I defensively this season. Webb
led the Spartans with 22 points,
in a 68-66 loss to Pacific.
Da\ i,f Dockery led SJS with 23
a 72-70 win over St.
Dockery is the leading
-itireit on the tearil.

ARRIVING DAILY

BASS WEEJUNS! THERE
IS NO OTHER SHOE QUITE
LIKE THEM.
Bass Weejuns need no ;ntroduction. Weejuns are the handsewn for young men
everywhere. Made famous because they
are authentic in every detail, give you long
wear and a lo+ of comfort too. Bass Weejuns belong in every man’s wardrobe. Get
yours in our Shoe Department.

116,

$20.95

I

Books 25% cheaper than
Location-

to men e

Full refund- %%fill receipt until \larch 11.
New Books for all

Vollr

Cheeks accepted for all purchases.

Convenient hours:
\londa through Thursday
amf. to 9 p.m.
Friday 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturda 9 a.m. to 5:30

p.m.

\\ e honor liankAmericard and Master
Charge at the San Fernando store.

GRODI INT S
Almaden - Fashion Plaza, Valley Fair - South San
Jose, San Antonio Center Mountain View, Shop
Monday through Friday ’tll 9:30.

california book co.
457 e. san carlos and 134 e. san fernando

wilemeNN

41

1n inn()

Experienced
Baseballers
Open With 2

Mike Piipovec, one of fi%
seniors on the 22-man roster, will
leo\ e from the rnound to behind
I hi. plate this season vvhile the
iin infield of Maris Pantels
i, Tom Corder (SS) and ikin
12131 welcome sophomore
Tom McLachlan (1131 to the varsity.
Kinzel had a red hot bat at the
end of last season and wound up
the year with a .290 average for
39 games while leading the team
in doubles with 10 while swatting
thriiii home runs.
With the addition of McLachlan at first base, the infield has
all the ingredients to be one of
the best around. Corder proved
to be an outstanding shortstop at
times last year while Pantels
made the adjustment from the
otttfield to third base at the
later part of the season and
should he ready,
C’order and Ninzel were considered last year by Sobczak as
the greatest double-play combination in the school’s history
but inexperience kept Sobczak’s
wishes from being true. This season the two have a year of experience under their belts and
should make Sobczak’s statement
come true.
The outfield will have veteran
Bill Crozier in center and newcotners Gary Cunningham of
Menlo Park in left and Steve
Ornellas from Diablo Valley JC
in right.
Cunningham, who is only a
sophotnore, has been a pleasant
surprise according to Menges.
Because of Cunningham and Ornellas’ performance in practice.
two-year veteran Fred Luke VVIII
be the fourth outfielder rather
than tt starter as in the past.

11%111

7

Intramurals
Seventy-five intramural
ketball learns begin their bailie
for the March playoffs its the
season openers get underwuy tonight alld Thursday.

0.( iitA IN 0011.E
trail( - ports Writer
..ag but experienced
San Jiisi State varsity baseball
team opens the 1969 season Saturday
with
a
double-header
the University of Califorois starting at tusin.
vvill have several
faces in the starting lineup
the Aggies along with
a new face itt the coaching ranks
for the season opener,
Veteran coach Ed Sobczak
be teamed with former Spartan
football aide Gene Menges to
handle the coaching reigns for
the Spartans this season.
The coaching staff has named
righthatider Bob Holmes and
lefty ’Ferry Hughes to the starling pitching rules for the t,
bill with veteran Barry Carlson,
Jay Eike and Carl Picotto expected to get some relief work
in.

‘q’1.1: I 1, ‘:

,ss

Mr & Them No. 1 and the 676
Club appear to be thy class of the
Independent League while Theta
Chi and Alpha Tau Omega should
battle for the Fraternity Leagun
crov
Theta Chi has a balanced team
that features the shooting of
last year’s most valuable player
Dave Ailercer. ATO may be a
little stonger with a front line
of Dennis Deichler. Paul DentRsey and Craig Solver.

I teichitir and Sidirero were
both all -Fraternity picks last
season along with Mercer while
Dernpsey spent last season playing for the College of San Mateo where he was an honorable
mention all league selection.
The 676 Club features a big
and strong team led by forward
Terry Reich. Reich played last
season
for
Theta
Chi
Isit
switched to the 676 Club for this
season,

DOWN
WITH
SOILED
SUMMARIES!

Interested table tennis players
are retninded to submit their en
tries for the tournament March
3 by Tuesday in the Intramural
Office in the Men’s Gymnasium.

COMPUTER CAREERS

Answers YoUr QueStions
About:
Salaries
Job Opportunities
Career Advancement
Training Requirements

CALL [:>[:> 286-9622
r-

Or Cllp and Mall r.OuP011

Address

Phone

Buy a Spouse Card

and Departments

$4.50

Only Eaton makes CorraSable
EATON’S CORRASABLE BOND TYPEWRITER PAPER
Eaton Paper Company, Pittsfield, Massachusetts 01201

Stoiliait Affair’, Nosiness Office. Building II

LE

DAYS
DNLY)

stow

medium, heavy weights and Onion
Skin. In 100 -sheet packets and 500- , wows coRRAsABLE
sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Stores/. TYPEWRITER PAPER

ities

VAUGHN
WASH I NGION’S B RTH DAY
HATCH ET DAY
/ 3 \

Marne

City

Take your mire :doily to SJi

An ordinary pencil eraser picks up
every smudge, every mistake.The special
surface treatment lets you erase
without a trace. If Eaton’s Corrasable
leaves your papers impeccably neat,
what are you waiting for? Get it in light.

Married?
BOB HOLMES. veteran righthander, will pitch the Spartan’s
opener this Saturday in the first game of a double-header against
the University of California at Davis. Lefty Terry Hughes will hurl
the seconj game, according to the SJS baseball coaching staff.
Other pitchers expected to see action, although primarily in relief, are Barry Carlson, Jay Fi e and Carl Picoi-to. The Spartans
have what has been described
FREE Booklet
as a young but experienced
varsity.

Up vvith Eaton’s COrraSable Bond Typewriter Paper!

re
Pie

Last knool Grade Completed

or visit
and see IBM
System 360 Computer

AUTOMATION
INSTITUTE
an Educational Affiliate of
Control Data Corporation

SUITS ..

SPORTCOATS

111

Hatchet Day Special

Hatchet Day Special
69.50 to
85.00 to

39.50 to 47.50.. now 19.88
49.50 to 59.50.. now 24.88
65.00 to 89.50.. now 29.88

79.50. now 28.88
95.00. now 38.88

97.50 to 120.00. now 48.88

25 N. 14th San Jose. 95112

WASH PANTS...

Sweaters . . .

Permanent Press
7.95 to 14.95

7.95 to 10.95... now 3.88
11.95 to 18.95... now 6.33
19.95 to 29.50... now 7.88

NOW ... 388

Slacks . . . 3 DAYS ONLY!
14.95 to 19.95
22.95 to 29.50

HAWAII CALLS

ENGINEERS

Short Sleeve Shirts
Sport Shirts, values to 8.95. NOW 2.33
Dress Shirts, values to 9.95. NOW 2.88

3 12 Alf

NOW 8.33
NOW 11.33

Long Sleeve Dress Shirts
NOW 333

Values from 5.95
to 9.95

ONLY:

Many other items too numerous to advertise at drastic reductions
Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard
needs
College graduates majoring in General, Civil,
Electronic, Electrical. Nuclear Power. Mechanical (Marine), and Aeronautical Engineering and Naval Architecture.
Starting salaries range from W574 to S13,297 per
annum. depending on education and/or experience.
Salaries include 15% cost-of-living allowance.
Benefits include transportation to Hawaii, regular salary
increases, liberal health insurance and retirement plans.
These are career Civil Service positions and are filled
on an Equal Opportunity basis.
Recruiters will be on campus on

THURSDAY, MAR. 6
Contact 111.1

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
l’;

topnt Off, :o fur an appiuntinarit.

All Sales Final
No Exchanges
No Refunds
Bank Credit
Cards Welcome

DOORS OPEN AT 8:00 A.M.
Thur., Feb. 20 8:00 a.m. ’til 9:00 p.m.
Feb. 21 8:00 a.m. ’Id 9:00 p.m.
Fri.,
’til 6:00 p.m.
Sat., Feb. 22 P:00

4NLIG
-

SATHFR GATE -4.

125 S. 4TH ST.
41)MillaNNIMOSManialMMONINDNIMMalinea.11

tsr3XN

No Phone
Orders
No Holds
No Layaways

UNIVERSITY MEN’S SHOT’S
ESt. 1927
ERANVSCO OAKLAND BERKELEY sOs ANGELES SEATTLE
PALO ALTO SAN JOSC EUGENE SACRAMENTO, PORTLAND

F

Spartaguide
TODAY
PI Omega PI, 3:30 p.m., Ert449.
?rivet mg.
Phratercs International, 4 p.m.,
Seventh Fircr. Waffle ’rimer-.
All actkes must attend.
()AIDS, 12:30 p.m., SD22.2. Important election meeting

T031010{0%1’
in JC141.
SJS Ski Club, 8
Inf ornfat ion and sign-ups for
Squaw Valley 1; ip. ’rwo ski
films.
Student Affiliates cif the Amerblot heinical Society, I:30 p.m.
I /11504,
sigma Delta CHI (1414X). First

Job Interviews
&Me and %Wino. r LA.:Uhl:1(1.S
Ma)
111) for appointments
in the Placvment center. 122
SO. Ninth St. SIK11111s. begin
each Tuesday her is .111.1 Illt
to the day or the intemien.
WEI)NIESIDAV, FEW 19
City ot San ItleKo. Majors,
13,S., MS CF:. bus.. poi. sd.. Phych..
Ryer.: BS Pub. flc I., S11.. SIi..
Law Enforcement: MS Librarianship.
Iron Co, MaChicago Bridge
jois. 13S NIS CE, ME.
Diamond Shamrock Corp. Majots. BS NIS Chemistry.
Mter0111.%t
physics.
BS MS
National Semiconductor Corp.
Majors, BS V.I.:, N1E. phyhics,
chem.
Merck & to. Majors BS MS
(Them Chem I.
TM 10.1)1 1. 1 tit
Internal Re%

and church seem to be ba.sed
primarily on what they learned
in grade school or possibly high
milord religion classes. Student al a state college, who are
solschl in learning the latest in
science, humanities; and business. i
di, not have the opportunities to
study the latest in theology.
The program for this semester
includes Masses on Sunday tit 5
p.m. at St. Patrick’s [’hutch.
Eighth and Santa Clara Street
and Mondays, Tuesdays. :it. ;
Wednesdays at 4 p.m., Thursita
10 p.m. and Fridays 11:40
at Newman Edtterttional C’entei

ROOMS

6

CHEAPIE

To find out more about the
.ai ist spirit, send for an
brochure and a
hriiiinarr ut our Renck, al
Thapter (nosh:lines,
Write to:
Vocation 1/irector

k\

ROtifff
415 We.; lvii is.rcet
New York. N.). I (101,)

---TEACHING A:3’0,10 - Prnsr3,
d required .
e cr

!I.

To Place
an ad:
Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office - J206
Daily
1:30 to 3:30

(-:,[cl

STUDENT

Houlmo Is)
f

WANTED:
23

1

4444

SPRING cer.T,A TT

Tues. - Thurs.
10:30 - 12:30

.0 0
RCredi ir,i E.

"ee 3,3E 3
:,5 1411. 451

.,AriTtD

MWF
9:30 - 11:30

rre

W AN’ El

REFINED

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan

MALE SIUDENT

Daily Classifieds.

Phone 294-6414.

CONIRACT

Sth

Ext. 2461

11---ANP rJCNIs/ l_PCIES S.< GENTLEMEN THE COAC.I-I
01"
WARMINC7 LIF THE TEAM FOR. THE

CLASSIFIED RATES

No refundS on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

Three tin,
One
3 f ’nes

Line day

Two days

2.00
2.25
2.50_
3.00
3.25
3.50_ 3.75_

1.50

4 lines

2

5 lines

2.50

6 lines

3.00

Three days

00

.50

.50

.50

four ddys

Five days

2.-40
2:50
2.#0
3.00
3.4-0- -3-.50
3.90
4.0
.50

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
4
411

f n kJ,
RENT A STEREO. .; ,
Serv;CP, no Confrac

home. Fast,
Mrs. Bailer.

wE’RE NOT VULGAR, but we sure are
’ 4
op Auto Wash. 732
’
h
4 Lincoln Ave.
POTTERSTUDENT, needs to rent qa.
rage, a,
; space enough tor wheal
iloo 793 3734.
_ _

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

HELP:

kr! this
amount for
each addi.
’
..onal

Paulist
Pathe6-:’.

SERVICES 18)

I

i; sera,
itititdg
. ; csthoo.; rrie cluestic
. dines not v
hut
"who. -

In our recent Renewal ’banter we established the gulch. lines hy which a rattled
seminarian and rriest
operate in Ill.,:
:.
times. A stini’,
renewal prob.. p,es is
able to those who question
"whether a priest can really
he with it today. -
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1 he answer is the Paul.. is.
’Hien’ goal is to meet th,
needs of all God’s
as they arise in eh. /: v.; ir ;/
encit 449%1 he Paul ist ti ixs
make Christ. Ilis
and His Church more [aids, standable to those lie can
reach. Right nos,. thes
working with ,kci:itig psorle
at UCLA, Berkele), Santa
Barbara tins! San 1/teg
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Who can allow you to utilize
your own innate talentv?
Who is most attuned to our
times? W’ho cin oilier the
most treedorn in your work?
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rthinkingGlf yOu’re
of the

female roommates to
,rhers over 21. SW. ,
h Si. 286.4340.
ROOM, kir. pri, Photo do
from campus. Beau’ .
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3 men. $30 per ’no
Iv. 426 So. Seventh Stre
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FRID AV
1E1-1% 8 p.m., Garden City Hot
brau. All electrical engineeritt
students invited. Free beer /111,1
ClIkeS, Bring wives and dates.

Newman Center Begins
New Theology Program
Newman Educational Cetit or.
Catholic organization. has
announced a new program which
will edited, students in reli.:ion
and
Ttii
has addeil
110111111101 11100 eetiter
makitic . Hie NeW111.111
I’ ’nu.
t,, edit ,.w
cat,
. ... in the III.W
and
In thv chutch and
theology.
Father Largente. head of the
Center, and SJS Catholic chrite
lain for four years, believes that
the student’s concepts of religion
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meeting, 7:30 p.m., JC208.
members asked to attend. Pi ; ipectRes are welcome.

jcarh. liA BS. Any major.
Drove Valve & Regulator co.
Nliijors. BS NIS ME.
Citr ot Los Angeles. Majors.
13S NIS CIT.
Idaho Nuclear C’orp. Majors,
IIS NIS Chem., 4’hem. FT, F:E,
Gen. Eng., Nat. Sci., ME, psysick.
Georgia-1.min’. Corp, Majors,
HS NIS Chem. E.
Main Latrentz di: Co. Ntajors,
13S NIS Aectg.
FRIDAY’, FEB. 21
SailVtii Weapons Center Corona
laths. NIajortv, BS NIS EFT., ME,
Math.
Itorg-Warner Corp. Major s,
NIBA’s.
rlieneral Frowls Corp. Majors.
MS Chem. I
I.E. 1E, ME.
(’n. Majors,
southern Pact t
13S Any major; V} \ with interest in trans.: I - IMg., math.
;.
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